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Edmund Hardy

A Second Life

‘Incipit vita nova’ (Dante)

At the start of Dante’s Vita Nuova, he tells us that in the “book of my memory” there is a
heading ‘Incipit vita nova’ (‘Here begins a new life’). This is a sentence which marks a cut
and a restoration. The new life will be a circle drawn out from the book of memory – and
here at the edge of the book is the first point on the circumference, the moment when the
poet encounters Beatrice, while at the circle’s centre is a dream of Beatrice’s death. As the
Lord of Love says in a vision, “Ego tamquam centrum circuli, cui simili modo se habent
circumferentie partes, tu autem non sic” – “I am like the centre of a circle, equidistant
from all points, but you are not” – because you are (always) beginning a new life, a new
shape, here at the edge. The form enacts the movement through which Beatrice passes into
her second life as risen guide, while also leading the reader around and through the circle.
The sentence ‘Incipit vita nova’ also gives first motion to the disc of the book’s shape,
restoring Beatrice to her truer form, as time – the poet’s memories and dreams, the time of
reading, historical time – is made to run round the infinite points on the circumference.

Sarah Kelly

1
like loves like
like listening
we tire of the
trespass
playing it by
your ear
provides a
protocol for the
selection of mine

2
the earrings and
the orchid
rough hand read
to beds reverse
age in size as
we shorten
our pulls our
strings
these ties
on legs

3
wasting light
leaves us
bouncing on
water tight
filler eggs
the rest I make
upon my waist
as hands raise to
catch at
Easter throws

Joe Luna
Royal

Exchange

They formerly trill in softest colours
soluble our protesting sex out. Side
instil my fervent granule aberrant, I
still like, am cushioned by the blow
back am an instant fuckshard stat
ing : Songify this ! Go to it in reverse
Goldstein hold, still, so, pay for it like
everybody’s self on Family Fortune
’s fake-ass threnody. The history of
love poetry.
These two co-incide
like fucking defibrillators, snort the
air apparent outside Westminster’s
hedgerow by my tenderer self’s fin
er branding. O fuck you. We on lim
it referral payzone cannot pay for or
display what we have not coming to
us but the imperative : the history of
love poetry is shot through with this
if you read it.
I don’t think so. Some
men love not a gaping pig stuck fend
ing off on student zombies threatening
the City with itself : Simon Harwood is
a scapegoat but I also hate him, taking
pleasure in the video repeats until he
picks him up and helps him back onto
his feet : the history of love poetry is
deferent : it was them from the begin
ning : you get back and start again, heart
ing me.

Robert Hampson

love’s damage

4 sophie robinson

stutters ratio of white
violence through rigid trauma
murder of market abstraction
hypergraphic pressure & mark
broken letter resolution image
streaking low-end longing
falls into serotonin trance
disused words blank unknowing
chokes lyric razorblade blush
bled into bodily refusal
bypasses flush-left margins
shrugs off scattered fragments
intimate erasures & blackout

Amy De’Ath

Free Sonnets
1.
Even if I am your friendliest friend
caught in a shop, about to buy a whole life’s
landscape
for which won’t you forgive me
for which
forgiving is a salad grown heroic and meaty
but still the same limp: perched within the same train
falling behind a corner
with nodding dogs
plus brunettes, redheads and blondes
Western Union money transfers
down to the supreme hole
where Winona blindly enters nightscape every night
free her.

Free her. Oh- weathered and multiple policemen
yes, I’ll say, forgivingness

2.
Supplant the truth-teller
kick his shins in
cos in my kitchen a beach ball, a plaintain, an abandoned baby
are waiting for their minute of fame / the most friendship possible
an obligation bestowed on all who walk earth
I felt so grubby, hit by mistral wind
a lonely starbuck
Only Horton Jupiter knows my pain threshold
conducts an orchestra with a baguette
topples manikins. Stephen Hawking says heaven exists
Do not believe him

Emily Critchley
Sex complicates canon constructions & this isn’t your
kind of writing anyway

In the fame parlour that took place next to the public reading
beside the fashionably faux-earnest exhibition, & started
something for nothing out of something that was already
there, you asked to appear with me atop my ‘embodied gender’;
we discussed ‘hard lines’ & ‘clear concepts’ & whether or not
your spunking inside of me might not endanger the poetic
project you were eager to be head of. I misheard ‘engender’ &
'beat' & ‘off’ & figured that if I was going to get out of the
whole projection with just my ‘clothes’ on & a modicum of
cover where the floor really should have ‘been’, I’d have to
start reading into things in terms of sliding my thighs down
to my feet as if they were running on parallel gunner tracks;
sucking my pelvic floor in to increase core stability; literally
imprinting myself against a glass ceiling into the ground –
which is really just a patch of mud since your transparent
canon-building just got soooooooo complicated.

Missies display your goods to best advantage

Cut double
SLEEVE PUFF
Use the corresponding scale
To measure to bust
Draft the entire garment, out of polish
/ hair, which will consist of
Front, Back and two Shirred portions
Two Sleeve portions
Puff!
Turn down Shirred portions and shirr on third line –
Sew to Waist.
Gather the Bottom also.
Also remember to gather the Bottom
The skirt is simply a straight piece of goods the length and
width desired
& snip snip / you like it
Double puff!
Cream at the top and sew to waist.
Gather the folds & measure a break –
In hours or maybe in months
Finish with fold.
Sprinkle at back maybe tie with a bow.

Or fasten at back or with
Long ends.
Also gather the bottom.
Also hem as you go

Hello baby
Baby baby baby baby baby
Baby baby baby babt baby baby baby
Baby bata baby baby baby baby
Baby baby batbt babt baby babt baby
Baby baby abyab baby baby babt
Baby baby baby babya bbat babt baby abby
Baby baby baby baby baby baby abby
Babt baby baby baby baby bay
Babt baby baby babgy baby baby bab
Baby baby baby bab ababt baby ba
Baby baby baby baby baby baby baby bab
Baby baby abbay abby aby baby baby
Baby baby abby baby baby babby baby ba
Baby baby baby abb abt abba bby
Bby bby bby bby bby bby bby bby
Baby bbay baby baby baby
Baby bbay babt baby baby abb
Bay baby baby baby abby
baby baby baby
baby baby baby baby
baby baby baby baby baby
baby babby baby
baby
baby babya baby baby baby baby
baby babyt
baby
ba
bab
ba
b
b
y

Tim Atkins

Petrarch #151
i.m. Canodromo de Barcelona 1961-1999

Is it impossible to ever get tired of thoughts
Of the orality of French

escaping angry waves & looming storm

With the passion of a chemist to where my garret above the pissing & shuddering dogs begs
inspiration?
No holy light has conquered my mortal sight
Beset by rays alpha infra & ultra beating down on an aluminium nest
There were days when I would blank a man
& Bit by bit write

for speaking ill of abstract expressionism

growing more sober by the second

In a book called A Lover’s Discourse
The things I say about Love

the words that I need in order to read

from where Love gilds & sharpens his arrows

A boy with a blue face (is it Krishna?) walks through the traffic with a bag of limes
Shouting “Limas”
& then finally
I look at the fruit
& they really are lemons

Petrarch #152
Staring out of my office at a loophole in the law which lets unbaptized babies into Heaven
Oh
Heart
You
Need
These
Things
Leaves & nubile
Weeds
These
Decibels
Are
A
Kind
Of
Flagellation

Petrarch #153
According to The Yellow Emperor I have lived it
Like a kind of person in a bungalow
On the outskirts of a small town
Given to experiments with radar
Sloe Gin & popular science books on the subject of both inner & outer space
Love always leads to the dictionary or abnegation
A lizard in a bottle of fortifying liquor
Massaged into the palms of the hands
Can both say that our condition is partially though perhaps not fully
Funded by the beauty of men women & reptiles
If the smog line beneath which I sing
Can spread its wing
The summer may still be left coming
The first thing which drops is your liver

Elizabeth Guthrie

Portraits

Artist Name: Portrait of Britain – a sketch
Title: set: day after Guy Fawkes, fireworks outside of the tube stop
Year: scene: the ways in which people stop – one after another – in
groups – all mesmerized under the lights and
explosions display as though converging – as thought
doing what would be desired – as though the purpose is
wonder – as though we are ceremonious – as though
each a collection of conditions – these paths strewn
with parts of collections these lines of light, the prior
positions tracing into trajectories
Dimensions: soundscape: just the sound of fireworks exploding in
the sky
Medium: question: possibly murmurs?

Artist Name: Portrait – sketch – 8:30 am on the train to Egham
listening to the Kinks
Title: soundscape: “This Time Tomorrow” and “Strangers on this
Road” – looking out on a bleak or touchingly
melancholy landscape of mixed beautiful old and
ugly newer buildings viewable from the tracks –
feeling the empty/happy gratitude and
love/compassion for the world
Year: sightscape: on an overcast day two little, humble it seems,
solar panels hooked up to some kind of
mechanism - train related? - along the side of the
tracks
Dimensions: thought: what are all of these “tube-like-pipe-like
chunks” of metal that characterize our current
culture?
Medium: characters: the “pipe-like chunks”
Question: what do they (the “pipe-like chunks”/mechanisms) all do?
- what does it say about our culture that we have these
indistinguishable or non-descript “chunks” to serve so
many functions/purposes?
Thought: each “chunk” with its humble face tipped up to the
overcast sun in this case – expectant, hopeful

Artist Name: Portrait – a sketch
Title: of set / object: envelope – as a noun and as a verb, both
Year: facebook chat:
Dimensions: k:
Medium: kcu:
Cu
“It’s either art or it’s broken.”
Hypertext – inclusive of images, sound
The obvious – sign along tracks - “Do not alight here”

Artist Name: Upon waking, “Elevators are calendars of our social
discord”
Title:
Year:
Dimensions:
Medium:

Jennifer Cooke
MIX TAPPING
Your mortal existence a multinational
concern, a fringed pond no long
pastoral, crudely we sweat gulp Nubian chasers, the
space between rocky outcrops of because land obeys
not national border fencing or even when dogging
is good, here and there.
Between bricks you and I call
homes there is pipe jointed assets
gifts from Margaret’s handbag Ltd.
lining neoprene dream figures who paddle
sewage swatches and stare at the fishes nipping
through Phoenicia. Your blind sailor: my cod roe
vases overflowing lead and lilies
and the tables are down in Syria.
Trapping and tapping my river knowhow, my delta-silt
skin treatments clot the Veolia Environment, sharing
indexes we can only dream pink. They like women
on the website, which makes me think they
don’t. Mechanics is the same for oil and
water spoiling the desert horizon yesterday’s today
on the public listings and slurpings from slush
fund hedges and a mighty gush.
You treat me well seven times over in dream
landed circles of decay and bottle it now for
posterity and the Olympic swimmers fetishise
the air-con unit killings in Hong Kong, fact.
How hot is too much cleansing for metaphors are porous in the morning dew-stains.
Embraces are less neutral under my water,
weed hair-tresses spelling out the future
forment, a froth of protest we are terrific
stupid and slow.
Stop the flow funding: water socialism is
not battered cod for £4 with mushy peas
yet.

I. ARE YOU SITTING ON MY CUBIST SOFA?
in the room, dialoguing
in the dialogue, you, me,
perhaps a 4th inescapably
shadowing us both from well
before Blair’s 3rd way or before
we saw there was more than
forks in the road this time:
there were barricades and
we were part of their making
us trapped into tabulated facts
which the kitchen table can’t
contain or limit as wilful fraying
of homely angst pushed out *like*
tits in a Saturday balconette bra
you find me crude? so be it

there is the sofa to quarter into me, not me
we have never properly sat on this sofa, never
to know it fully, or felt it keenly with deep
empathy for its inert capacities to catch us
unawares. do you think on it? The Importance
of Being. A sofa. The way it was always already
in the catalogue? It is not unique. *Unlike* me.
Nevertheless, it is the best sofa I have ever
: *like* you, it has feet, blindness, stitches, a
penchant for me sitting on
Move away from the sofa.
Mein.

David Ashford

CONSOLATIO PHILOSOPHIAE

o quit perpetual monday reasoning govern as
terror in ceiling you suck yrself full to spilling
ghost of star puncturewound period move on
pep-talk yawn ain’t no outside finger a casual
flows you can feel opus for real material good
but forms yr bony carcass fwd slash over that
no for example yr blond roots – beauty is loot
monday means gearshift is it like wonderland
perfect ask who you bet perfect let slide apart
to number make light of the bind I am spitting
pure fire till you leave me lukewarm pissed on
spun out to dry [Tick] you can’t ponder terror
i.e. project yr triple-scoop of whatever nothing
let slide only connect to consol yr animal meat
on paper the map is two sides of the same coin
preserving whatever nothing yr structural grid
as spatial distortion, self and spook one animal
pancaked several parts but pattern is standard
sporty and boring put the child under that SUV
in ceiling a terror quit serious-face be kind and
is payback turned to you burned and returning
give nothing to birdsong you mean to make big
give what you get and we got you good; give us
a light into this never seen yr disfigured animal
Love: subject to dissection scoped and splayed
open to sterilised air ----------- you are tranquil
proteins continue to fold / into that white light
move on you’re green to go: collect it’s terminal

Jonty Tiplady

POP POETRY

Just because we
have not stopped writing and turned
our sights to the Esperanza does not
mean we have not already absolutely
stopped in total exasperation for the
more than abeautiful Esso sky. We are
the colours of the earth’s resistance to
its own broken heart. Hold yourself. Hold
your own hands right now. Take these three
words, only these, vanquish poetry all
at once and once for all. Spit your
heart into a heart’s graffiti on the birth
of the Esperanza. Write no more but
cannibalise what you have already made
the mistake of writing. Formalise everything.
Tune into the glacial heart that knows too
much and has buried the pop song in
endless synthetic rhythm. Yes we are pregnant
in the song of sprit’s concision with the loss
of poetry and everything not to mention
the ‘and everything’ itself.

***

There is no going back especially to pop
but the grain of Debbie’s voice in the
choruses of Only In My Dreams
made me think that now bin Laden has
gone our chance for radical econstruction
goes too and that The Economist’s
call to now kill the dream, since we already have,
after ten years, killed him, is merely a plea
to make sure we go on killing ourselves
as effectively and thoroughly as possible,
subscribing in more and more detail to
a Hollywood unconscious which already
is worldwide denial: only Derrida
saw that the earth itself is resistant to
and forgetful of psychoanalysis. Now this
right here earth, which has gone past
its finity date, long since used
up by the unpaid worker

who will not forever

be back on like adrenalin proofs
of our pop poetry everything, which makes
all poetry now sound wrong at best,
the right thing at the worst
wrong time. There is no ‘but’ after this,
there is no going back even as we go
back time and again.

Francesca Lisette

On Being an Angel (for Francesca Woodman)
1.
To use this dark & silence, out of which no solid mass can
distinguish itself, but moves with a bird’s low whirr.
Colossus capita articulated damage fragments.
Moving through a looseness of trees groping headline
aghast, toll booth wrist mania
deletes a wash of primary colour
erases the light off a face held in late prose
& also masks her magnifying signature.
her: a stillness signified thru
immediate absence
ope the bank of face disclosing curiosity, jerking
a window under gentle erotics of time &
shaping the milk-run wood’s collaboration with
block of white unsheltered, melting starkness.
2.
World is it; spaced in actions, afternoon use for nails
other than biting, tawny fabric gripped in
all-natural conscription
lap folded yet escaping the ‘posed’
Dirty down to the bristles fear works harder
splices mouth to brick ignite shelter
laid down upon because
there was no-one you could talk to
crystal porpoise struck a note topaz: shaky calves
on dull prism sweat and breath dope the glass
pour a subject carousel, bleed stockinged lace
incarnate flesh dissolving swift as a
child’s head under water however more or less
1 pound of bone amounts to inviolate materials
testify in the slow dark: salvific humour in the masculine,
your water-broken moon, your angular absorption;
the house of sly ponies, in which hours wandered
doorless rooms slack-shadowed, a thousand suns
detached & floating like eyes;
your subtle penis, your maiden boots,
your earthing by name.

Nat Raha

Sonnet

london letting the neck-breath / splitten
w/ drawn light. answers
greensprung, reminiscent in riches
entirely ours in the cusp:
give it to balmy, or
adrenal by synapse
towards public / unused for the discipline absent
or inaccess
lamp nurse in seaward
ambient to curve capital it’s
edge raising our closeness as percept
corneal, how no day will stilt;
apologies cleanse in fracture, worn
outward from pivot glimmer
to venture:
relinquish sepulchral
“that love may
live" past braver & depreciate our I’s sparsely ;
era particular / embracing the waking haze:
spin intonation from its feed, dare
to exhaust, to bring hours’ bliss

